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EXSPECT, THE FUNCTIONAL PART 

K.M. van Hee, L.J. Somers and M. Voorhoeve 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The language EXSPECT (from EXecutable SPECification Tool) has been designed for 
formal specification and prototyping of information systems. It has been developed to 
support the DES model (see [Hee]). In this paper, we concentrate on the syntax and 
semantics of its functional part. It is not meant as an introduction or as a reference 
for users (for this purpose, see [Somers]), but as a theoretical backbone proving its 
soundness. 

This part of EXSPECT can be considered a typed functional language. In contrast to 
most other functional languages, the foremost construction method for creating new 
types is the set instead of the list. We regard a file as a set rather than a list of records. 
The language further combines type hierarchy (cf. [Cardelli]) with function polymorphy 
( cf. [Milner]). 

We believe that this polymorphy and type hierarchy resemble the intuition and reason
ing of mathematics. For instance, EXSPECT knows only one empty set (the empty set), 
not a separate empty set for every possible type. Also functions like the set- theoreti cal 
union can be applied to any two sets; the type system tells that the union of e.g. two 
sets of integers will give a set of integers. There does not exist a separate union for 
every set type, nor a "polymorphic" union that has a type as first extra argument. 

EXSPECT has a modular structure. It is possible to define data types and operations 
on them in a module and use them in another module. The user needs no knowledge 
about the implementation details. In this way, "toolboxes" can be created for specific 
application fields and systems created out of them. In fact, a lot of elementary mathe
matical functions (like set union and intersection) have been created out of a handful 
of basic ones. 

The language syntax is kept very simple. For example, all functions (like addition, 
union, intersection and concatenation) employ prefix notation. This makes the lariguage 
easy to understand, but texts in it hard to read. There exists a "sugared" version of 
the language, that uses some standard conventions of programming languages. 

EXSPECT has been used (by ourselves and students) for specification and prototyp
ing and has been found adequate. However, there are some theoretical and practical 
shortcomings which we hope to redress in the future. 

One shortcoming is that functions are regarded as expressions with parameters; a func
tion is not an expression (and cannot be typed) unless its parameters have been given. 
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Thus EXSPECT is essentialy first-order. It is however possible to have mappings, i.e. 
functions with a finite domain. Mappings are expressions (and have a type). Similarly 
sets (expressions) are finite, whereas types can represent infinite sets. Also user-defined 
type operators or recursive types are not possible, only renaming of type expressions. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. We begin with a short section introducing 
our syntax notation. In the third section we give a syntax and semantics for types. 
Roughly spoken, types correspond to sets of objects. We proceed by deriving some 
functions operating on types that are needed later. In section 4 we give a syntax for 
expressions and a semantics for a special class of expressions called constants. Each 
constant corresponds to a dataobject. We also define two context-dependent functions 
T and e that map expressions onto types and constants respectively. Finally, in section 
5, we define the complete syntax of EXSPECT and show how a context is determined 
for T and e. We prove for an expression E that under certain conditions the semantics 
of erE) is an element of the semantics of T(E). We conclude with a few examples in 
section 6. 
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2. METASYNTAX 

The following sections will contain several syntax descriptions, so we shall start by 
defining a metasyntax. This will be based on BNF, with the following peculiarities. 

1. Any part of a syntax in underlined typeface is to be taken literally. 

2. Any part between 'n' braces may be repeated. So 'a .- {b}' is shorthand for 
'a := blba'. 

3. Any part between '[ l' square brackets may be omitted. So 'a .- [b]e' is shorthand 
for' a := be I e' . 

4. Any part between' < >' triangular brackets may be repeated; each repetition must 
be preceded by a comma','. So '< a >' is shorthand for 'a[t.!.a}]'. 

5. The syntax for identifiers (id), digits and characters is not further elaborated. 
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3. TYPE SYSTEM 

The type system of EXSPECT is concise, yet powerful!. It is possible to create types of 
arbitrary complexity. Types are used for structuring data; we will give an algorithm for 
checking the type correctness of specifications written in EXSPECT. This algorithm 
can be used for error detection. 

In this section we first describe a set UN (for "universe") of dataobjects. Next we 
introduce types; in a way, a type corresponds to a subset of UN. Then we define the 
relation "is subtype of" between types and show that this relation implies the inclusion 
relation between the corresponding sets. Finally, we introduce some relations and op
erators upon types derived from the subtype relation. Algorithms for computing these 
relations and operators are given and proved. 

3.1. Dataobjects 

We can derive a set of dataobjects UN(A) from a set A of atomic objects. These 
atomic objects stand for "indivisible" concrete or abstract matters in the real world 
(like truth and falsehood, elementary particles or oil platforms). The atomic objects 
can be combined into sets or ordered pairs, giving new, composite dataobjects. We 
thus arrive at the following set of axioms. 

Definition 3.1.1 

The set UN(A) satisfies the following rules. 

1. Each a E A is an element of UN(A). 

2. If a,b are elements of UN(A), then the ordered pair (a,b) is an element of UN(A). 

3. If (for any n ~ 0) alo ... ,an are distinct elements ofUN(A), then the set {Ulo ... ,Un} 
is an element of UN(A). In particular, the empty set {} is an element of UN(A) 
for each A. 

4. The set UN(A) is the smallest set satisfying the three rules above. 

o 

Atomic objects present in EXSPECT are the booleans, the rational numbers and the 
character strings. We set UN = UN(A), where A is the above-mentioned set of atomic 
objects. If we add to this A a countable set E of extensions, i.e. objects outside A, 
we obtain the set of extended data objects EUN = UN (A U E). 
Note that by the above definition, UN and EUN are sets that have but count ably many 
elements. 

3.2. Types 

The types in EXSPECT are characterized by type expressions. A type expression (te) 
has the following syntax. 

te := id 11 te 11 te >< te.2.11 te .::L te.2. 

For a type expression T E we define its set of identifiers I(T E) by 
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J(T E) = {a} if T E is an "id" a, 
J(T E) = J(T E') if T E is of the form $T E', 
J(TE) = J(TE,)UJ(TE2) ifTEis of the form (TEl ><TE2)or (TE, ->TE2). 

An identifier can have three roles. It can represent a basic type, a derived type or a type 
variable. The role of each identifier in a type expression is determined by a so-called 
type framework. 

Definition 3.2.1 

A type framework F is a pair (B,p), where B is a (finite) set of identifiers called basic 
types in F and p (from parent) a mapping from a (fillite) set of identifiers called 
derived types in F to type expressions. The mapping p may contain no cycles; in 
other words, for each A in dom(p), A must have finite order. The order ordeAl of a 
type expression A is defined ind uctively as follows. 

o 

ord(A)=OifAEB, 
ordeAl = 1 + ord(p(A)) if A E dom(p), 
ordeAl = 00 if A is a type variable, 
ordeAl = max[t : I(A) I ord(t)] otherwise. 

The identifiers outside B and dom(p) are called type variables in F. 
A framework F = (B,p) is called standard if {Void, Bool, Num, Str} C B. The 
semantics of type expressions is given by functions called distributions. Given a 
framework, a distribution maps each type on a set of dataobjects. 

Definition 3.2.2 

A distribution on a framework F = (B ,p) is a function D that maps types in F 
onto sets of extended dataobjects in such a way that 

1. If E is a basic type in F then D(E) is a set of dataobjects, 

2. If E is a derived type in F then D(E) is a subset of D(p(E», 

3. If E is a type variable then D( E) is a set of extensions, 

4. If E is of the form $E', then D(E) is the set of finite subsets of D(E'), 

5. If E is of the form (E, >< E 2), then D( E) is the set of pairs (a, b), 
where a in D(E,) and bin D(E2) (the cartesian product of D(E,) and D(E2»). 

6. If E is of the form (E, -> E 2), then D(E) is the set of finite subsets of D(E, >< E2) 
such that for any two different elements (a"b,) and (a2,b2) in this finite subset, 
a, and a2 are different dataobjects (the set of mappings from D(E,) to D(E2). 

o 

Please note that by part 2 of the above definition, a derived type A corresponds to a 
subset of the set corresponding to peA). 
Note that D(T) is a su bset of UN iff I(T) C B U dom(p). Types T with this property 
are called ground types. 
A distribution on a standard framework is called standard if Void, Baal, Num and Str 
are respectively mapped onto the empty set, the booleans, the rational numbers and 
the character strings. 
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In the sequel we suppose a standard framework F = (B, p) and a standard distribu tion 
D given. We will denote type variables by the letters R, S, T, U, V, whereas A, B, C, ... 
denote "placeholders" for arbitrary type expressions. 

3.3. Structure induction on types 

Before embarking upon the next sections, we shall unfold the principle by which the 
vast majority of our proofs will be given, which is complete induction on the structure of 
a type expression. This principle has already been used more or less in the defiIlitions of 
the preceding section. If we want to prove a certain property P for all type expressions, 
it suffices to prove it for basic types and type variables, and then prove the following 
statements. 

1. If P holds for A, then P holds for $A, 

2. If P holds for A and B, then P holds for A >< B and for A -> B, 

3. If A is derived and P holds for peA), then P holds for A. 

We shall prove this assertion by induction on the order of A first and then the number 
of characters in the type expression A. 

If A is a derived type of order m, then peA) is of order m -1. By the (order) induction 
hypothesis we may suppose P proven for peA) and thus, by property 3, for A. 

If A is basic or variable P holds for it immediately. So A must be of the shape $B or B 
>< Cor B -> C. Our (size) induction hypothesis states that P must hold for B (in the 
first case) or for Band C (in the second and third). Properties 1 or 2 then establish 
P for A. 

In proving P for a type A we may thus assume that 

1. If A is derived, P holds for peA), 

2. If A is composite, P holds for the types composing A. 

This is called the "induction hypothesis" (IH for short). 

3.4. The subtype relation 

In this section, we shall define the relation <l ("is subtype of") between types and 
give some properties. 

Definition 3.4.1 

The relation A <l B holds if and only if one of the following conditions holds. 
(The sign = signifies syntactic equality.) 

1. A = Void, 

2. A=B, 

3. A is derived and peA) <l B, 

4. A = $A' and B = $B' and A' <l B', 
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5. A = Al ><A2 and B = BI ><B2 and Al <1 BI and A2 <1 B2, 

6. A = Al -> A2 and B = BI -> B2 and Al <1 BI and A2 <1 B2, 

7. A = Al ->A2 and B = $B' and Al ><A2 <1 B'. 
D 

Theorem 3.4.2 

If A <1 B, then D(A) C D(B). 

Proof 
We claim that any of the conditions 1..7 guarantees that D(A) C D(B). 

If condition 1 holds, D(A) is the empty set. 

If A = B, D(A) and D(B) are equal. 

In case 3, we may assume (IH) that D(p(A») C D(B), whereas, by Definition 3.2.2, 
D(A) C D(p(A». 

In case 4, we may assume (IH) that D(A') C D(B'), whereas D(A) and D(B) are the 
set of subsets of D(A') and D(B') respectively. 

In case 5, we may assume (IH) that D(AI) C D(BI) and D(A2) C D(B2), proving 
D(A) C D(B) by Definition 3.2.2, sub 5. 

Cases 6 and 7 are analogous, using the subcases 6 (for case 6) and 6 and 5 together 
(for case 7) of Definition 3.2.2. This proves our claim. 

D 

The converse of Theorem 3.4.2 is not true; we have for instance 
D(Void >< A) C D(Void), 

since Void >< A corresponds to the empty set, but not 

(Void >< A) <1 Void. 
By extending Definition 3.4.1 we can arrive at an "iff" version of Theorem 3.4.2. This 
extension is of theoretical interest only. 
We can also prove (by structure induction) that the subtype relation is a partial order 
on the set of types. 

From Definition 3.4.1, an algorithm can be derived for checking whether A <1 B holds 
for given types A and B. This algorithm looks at the structure of A. We now formu
late a theorem, which is really no more than a reordering of Definition 3.4.1. From this 
theorem, a second algorithm could be derived looking at the structure of B. 

Theorem 3.4.3 

Suppose A 01 Void and A <1 B. Then 

1. B 01 Void, 

2. If B is basic or derived then either A = B or A is derived and peA) <1 B, 

3. If B is variable then A = B, 

4. If B is of the form $B' then either A is of the form $A' and A' <1 B' 
or A is of the form Al -> A2 and Al >< A2 <1 B', 

5. If B is of the form BI >< B2 then A is of the form Al >< A2 
and Al <1 BI and A2 <1 B2, 
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6. If B is of the form BI -> B2 then A is of the form Al -> A2 
and Al <I Bl and A2 <I B2. 

Proof. 
By looking carefully at Definition 3.4.1, all cases of the theorem are clear. 

o 

3.5. The least common supertype 

In this subsection we shall investigate the question whether two types A and B have a 
common supertype (Le. a type C such that A <I C and B <I C) and determine the least 
common supertype of A and B, Le. the type C that is a subtype of all other supertypes. 

Definition 3.5.1 

Let A and B be types. Then A and B have a common supertype (denoted by 
AIDB) if and only if there exists a type C such that A <I C and B <I C. 

o 

The following algorithm computes whether or not A ID B for any types A and Band 
computes a common supertype Ics(A, B) if A ID B. By convention we shall write 
Ies(A,B) = Ies(C,D) if both exist and are equal or if not AID B and not C @ D. 

Algorithm 3.5.2 

1. A @ Void and Void Ii) A and A I!l A. 
les (A, Void) = les (Void, A) = les (A, A) = A. 

Supposing A # B, A # Void and B # Void, we have 

2. If A derived and B not derived or A and B derived and ord(A) 2 ord(B), 
A Ii) B iffp(A) (Q B, 
Ies (A, B) = les (p(A), B). 

3. If B derived and A not derived or A and B derived and ord(A) ::; ord(B), 
A (Q B iff A (Q p(B), 
Ies (A, B) = Ies (A, p(B)). 

Supposing also that B is not derived, we have 

4. If A is basic or variable then not A ID B. 

5. $A'1Il B iff B = $B' and A' (Q B' or B = BI ->B2 and A' III BI ><B2, 
Ics ($A', $B') = $ Ies(A',B'), 
Ies ($A', BI ->B2) = $lcs(A',BI ><B2)' 

6. (AI >< A2) (Q B iff B = BI >< B2 and Al ID BI and A2 ID B2, 
Ies (AI >< A2, BI >< B2) = les(AJ,Bll >< IeS(A2,B2). 

7. (AI -> A2) ID B iff B = BI -> B2 and Al ID BI and A2 ID B2 
or B = $B' and (AI >< A2) ID B', 

o 

Ies (AI -> A2, BI -> B2) = Ies(AI ,BI ) -> lcs(A2,B2)' 
Ies (AI -> A2, $B') = $ Ies(AI >< A2,B'). 
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Theorem 3.5.3 

The algorithm above is correct; the function les computed by the algorithm has the 
property that if there exists a type C with A <1 C and B <1 C, that then 1cs( A, B) <1 C. 

Proof. 
It is easy to show by structure induction that if A ID B according to the algorithm, that 
then lcs(A,B) is defined by the algorithm and that A <1 lcs(A,B) and B <1 lcs(A,B). 
So now suppose that there is a C such that A <1 C and B <1 C. We must show that 
then A ID B according to the algorithm and that 1cs(A,B) <1 C. 

If A = Void or B = Void or A = B, this is trivial, proving (1). So we suppose from 
now on that A and B unequal and nonempty. 

If A and/or B are derived, we are either in case (2) or (3). Suppose we are in case (2). 
Since A <1 C, either A = C or p(A) <1 C by Definition 3.4.1. If A = C, then B <1 A, 
so by Theorem 3.4.3, B is derived and p(B) <1 A. Now either p(B) = A or (again 
by Theorem 3.4.3) p(B) is derived and p(p(B)) <1 A. By induction we may conclude 
that there exists a k > 0 such that applying p k times onto B we arrive at A. But 
this contradicts the assuption that the order of B is not greater than the order of A. 
So we must have that p( A) <1 C. Thus, any common supertype of A and B is also a 
common supertype of p(A) and B. By our structure IH, L = les(p(A), B) (as given by 
the algorithm) satisfies L <1 C. But lcs(A,B) = L, proving (2). Case (3) is proved by 
interchanging A and B. We suppose from now on that B is not derived. 

If A is basic and/or variable and A <1 C, then by Definition 3.4.1, A = C, and by 
Theorem 3.4.3 B = C. So A = B, contradicting our earlier assumption, proving (4). 

If A is of the form $A' and A <1 C, then by Definition 3.4.1, C = $C' and A' <1 C'. If 
B <1 C, then there are two sub cases for B by Theorem 3.4.3. The first is that B = $B' 
and B' <1 C'. By rH, lcs(A', B') <I C', so by Definition 3.4.1, lcs(A, B) <1 C. 
The second subcase for B is that B = BI -> B2 and BI >< B2 <1 C'. By IH, 
lcs(A',B I >< B 2) <1 C', so lcs(A,B) <1 C. 

If A is of the form Al >< A2 and A <I C, then by Definition 3.4.1, C = CI >< C2 and 
Al <1 CI and A2 <1 C2. By Theorem 3.4.3, if B <1 C, B = BI >< B2 and BI <1 CI and 
B2 <1 C2· So by IH, Al ID BI and A2 ID B2 and lcs(AI , Bd <1 C I and 1cs(A2, B2) <1 C2· 
By applying Definition 3.4.1 we prove (6). 

If A is of the form Al -> A2 and A <1 C, then by Definition 3.4.1 there are two pos
sibilities for C. The first is that C = CI -> C2 and Al <1 CI and A2 <1 C2. If 
B <1 C, Theorem 3.4.3 prescribes B = BI -> B 2, and the argument above can 
be repeated. The second possibility is that C = $C', so, if B <1 C, Theorem 3.4.3 
prescribes B = $B' and we can interchange A and B and apply (5). 

o 

3.6. Valuations 

A valuation is a complete function from type variables to type expressions. If f is 
a valuation and A a type, we denote by f[A] the type obtained by replacing each 
type variable T in A by f(T). The mapping of A onto f[A] is monotonic w.r.t. the 
partial ordering induced by the subtype relation. In fact, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.6.1 

Let A and B be types with A <1 B. Then for every valuation /, 
/[A] <1 /[B]. 

Proof· 
Straightforward by induction on the structure of A. 

o 

We define the relation --( upon valuations as follows. For valuations / and g, we say 
that / is a subvaluation of g (J --( g) if f(T) <1 g(T) for every type variable T. 

The finite valuation denoted by IT" ... , Tn \A" ... , Ani is the valuation f satisfying 
/(T;) = Ai for i = 1, ... , nand /(T) = Void for all other type variables T. A special 
case is the empty valuation (1\1). 
The relation "--(" is a (partial) order upon the set of valuations and 1\1 its minimal 
element. 

The valuations / and g are said to be compatible (denoted f :::> g) iff there exists a 
valuation h with / --( h and g --( h. If / and g are compatible, we denote by f * 9 the 
valuation with the property that 

/ * g (T) = lcs(J(T), g(T)) 
for every type variable T. By Theorem 3.5.3, / * g is the least common supervalu
ation of / and g, i.e. for any h such that / --( hand g --( h, we have / * g --( h. 

If / and 9 (with / "" g) are finite, so is / *g and Algorithm 3.5.2 can be used to compute 
it. 

3.7. Majoration 

The concept of majoration bears some resemblance to resolution, i.e. binding (type) 
variables in a given (type) expression to (type) expressions in order to obtain a match 
with another given (type) expression. 

Definition 3.7.1 

Let A and B be types. Then B majorates A (notation A ~ B) iff there exists a 
valuation / such that A <1 /[ B]. 
o 

The following algorithm decides for any A and B whether A ~ B and, if so, computes 
a valuation mmv(A, B) (the minimal majorating valuation of B w.r.t. A) such that 
A <1 mmv(A, B) [B]. 

Algorithm 3.7.2 

1. Void ~ B; mmv(Void,B) = 1\1, 
2. If B is a type variable then A -< B; mmv(A, B) = IB\AI, 

3. If B is basic or derived then A ~ B iff A <l B; if so, mmv(A,B) = 1\1, 
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4. If A is derived and B not derived or variable, then A ~ B iff peA) ~ B; if so, 
mmv(A,B) = mmv(p(A),B)). 

If A is not Void or derived, we have moreover 

5. A ~ $B' iff either A = $A' and A' ~ B' 
or A = Al ->Az and Al >< Az ~ B'; if so, 

mmv ($A', $B') = mmv(A',B') and 
mmv (AI -> Az, $B') = mmv (AI >< Az, B'), 

6. A ~ BI >< B z iff A = Al >< A z and Al ~ BI and Az ~ B z 
and mmv(AI,Bd "" mmv (Az,Bz); if so, 

mmv (AI ><Az, BI ><Bz ) = mmv(AI,BI)*mmv(Az,Bz), 

7. A ~ BI -> B z iff A = Al -> A z and Al ~ BI and Az ~ B z 
and mmv (AI,Bd "" mmv (Az,Bz); if so, 

mmv (AI ->Az, BI ->Bz) = mmv(AI,Bd * mmv(Az,Bz). 0 

Theorem 3.7.3 

The above algorithm is correct. Moreover if A ~ B, then for any valuation f such that 
A <l f[B], 

mmv(A,B) -< f. 

Proof. 
It is straightforward by applying Definition 3.4.5 that the conditions indicated in the 
algorithm are sufficient and that the valuation mmv(A, B) from the algoritbm satisfies 
A <l mmv(A, B) [B]. 

For the converse, suppose an f given such that A <l f[B]. We must show the conditions 
in the algorithm must hold and that mmv(A,B) -< f. 
If A = Void or if B is derived or basic, this is trivial, proving (1) and (3). 

If B is variable, mmv(A,B) (B) = A <l f[B] = feB) and for any other variable X, 
mmv(A,B) (X) = Void <l f(X), proving (2). 

If A is derived and B not derived nor variable, we have either A = f[B] or peA) <l f[B]. 
The first case is a contradiction, so the second must hold. But then peA) ~ B, so (IH) 
mmv(p(A),B) -< f, proving (4). 

So we may suppose A is not derived or empty. If B = $B' then f[B] = $f[B'], so A 
must be ofthe form $A' or Al -> Az. In the first case, we have A' <l f[B'], so A' ~ B'. 
Applying IH, we find 

mmv(A,B) = mmv(A',B') -< f. 
In the second case we apply a similar argument, proving case 5. 

If B = BI >< Bz, then f[B] = f[BI] >< f[Bz], so A must be of the form Al >< Az and 
Al <l f[BI] and Az <l f[Bz]. 
Thus by IH, 

Al ~ Bl, Az ~ B z, mmv(AI , Bd [Bd <l f[BI], mmv(Az, Bz)[Bz] <l f[B z]· 
Let us call mmv(A"Bd MI and mmv(Az,Bz) M z. Since MI -< f and M z -< f, MI 
and Mz must be compatible and MI * M z -< f, proving (6). 

For (7), copy the above argument with >< replaced by -> . 
o 
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4. EXPRESSIONS 

Expressions axe represented by the following syntax. 

expr 
atom 
num_atom 
stLatom 

atom I id [1 < expr > 1] 11 id ..;, expr 1 expr 1 
num-atom I str-atom 
Q I non-O-digit [{digit}] 
.:[ {non- '-chax} t. 

Atoms axe the strings representing atomic dataobjects, which must have a syntax dis
tinct from that of identifiers. In the current implementation of EXSPECT there are 
numerical and string atoms. In later versions it may be possible to add user-defined 
atoms. 

We shall present an informal explanation for the diverse construction met bods for ex
pressions. The essential point is that each "good" expression represents some dataob· 
ject. The determination of this dataobject is called evaluation of the expression. The 
execution of an EXSPECT program essentialy consists of the evaluation of certain 
expressions. 

The evaluation of atoms is immediate; atoms correspond 1-1 to dataobjects. 

An expression of the form "id" is either a placeholder for an expression defined else
where, a variable used for defining mappings or functions or an atomic identifier 
from a small set (in the current implementation of EXSPECT the only atomic identi
fiers are empty, true, false, quote and abort). 

An expression of the form id(El ..... En) signals the application of a function or para
metrized expression id to the parameters E 1 , ... ,En . Its value is determined by applying 
id to (some of) the values of E1 , ... , En. 

An expression of the form [x : A I BJ is the function with variable x ranging over the 
set A defined by B. It thus represents a mapping (with domain A). 

4.1. Typing of expressions 

We define a paxtial function r mapping expressions onto types. We call the domain 
of r the set of typed expressions. The function r is context-dependent. We want to 
establish a semantics s for expressions a such that sea) E D(r(a)) under certain con
ditions. It is thus logical that the context for r depends upon the distribution D (Le. 
how atoms are typed) and upon the way identifiers (e.g. functions) are typed. 

Definition 4.1.1 

A type context consists of a pair (6, S), where 6 is a function that maps atoms onto 
types and S a set of tuples of the form 

(id, La, ... , Ln), 
where id is an identifier, n 2: 0 and La, ... , Ln are types. 

o 
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Given a type context TC, the following recursive algorithm computes whether an ex
pression E is typed, and computes its type T(E). By convention, writing T(E) = A 
for some nonsensical type expression A means that E is not typed within context TC. 
Also by A1 >< A2 >< ... >< An we denote A1 if n = 1 and A1 >< (A 2 >< ... >< An) if 
n>1. 

Algorithm 4.1.2 

1. If E is an atom, T(E) = 6(E), 

2. If E = id, then T(E) = I\I[L], 
provided there is one and only one tuple of the form (id,L) in S. 

3. If E = id(E1, ... ,En ), then T(E) = mmv(A,B) [Lo], 
provided there exists one and only one tuple of the form (id, Lo, ... , Ln) in S 
such that A <t: B, where A = T(E1) >< ... >< T(En) and B = L1 >< ... >< Ln, 

4. If E = [id: E 1 IE2], then T(E) = A ->B, provided mmv(T(E1),$V) [V] = $A 
(with V a type variable) and T[id, A] (E2) = B. 

o 

Here T[id, A] is obtained from T by removing all tuples of the form (id, S) (if any) 
from TC and adding a tuple (id,A). 

Point 3 of the above algorithm is the very reason to introduce type majoration. We 
shall give an example of its effect. Suppose we have defined the function union for 
set union. The type context will then contain a tuple (union,$T,$T,$T) (with T a type 
variable), which means that two sets of the same set type, say $T, can be united to form 
a set of type, again, $T. Suppose the type num (the rationals) has two derived types 
int (integers) and pos (positive rationals) and we have two expressions e, of type $pos 
and €2 of type $int. Then the type of union(e1 ,e2)will be correctly $num by point 3. 
Note also that id(E" ... ,En ) cannot be typed if any expression Ei (1 SiS n) cannot 
be typed. 

Definition 4.1.3 

Given a type context TC = (6, S), a tuple (id,Ao, ... , An) for n 2: 0 is called reserved 
if, for any non-void types B 1 , ... , Bn such that 

B1 >< ... >< Bn <t: A1 >< ... >< An, 
no other tuple can be found in S with the same property. 

o 

Definition 4.1.4 
A type context (Ii,S) is called standard ifit contains all standard types, if 6(a) <l Num 
for numeric atoms a, 6( a) <l Str for string atoms a and if S contains the following 
reserved tuples (with T and U type variables): 

o 

(abort,Void), (true,Bool), (false,Bool), (quote,Str), (empty,$Void), 
(sub,Num,Num,Num), (di v ,Num,Num,Num), (cat,Str,Str,Str), 
(ins,$T,T,$T), (prod,T>< U,T,U). 
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In the sequel we suppose a standard type context TC = (Ii, S) given. 

4.2. Representation of data objects 

We shall describe here a set of expressions, called the constants that uniquely represent 
the standard dataobjects present in EXSPECT. 

Definition 4.2.1 

The set of constants C and the injective function r (representation) from UN to C 
is defined as follows. The inverse of r is called s (semantics). 

1. Numeric constants 

1. If a is a natural number, then r( a) is a numeric atom. If Co, c" .. , en are 
(in that order) the digits of r(a), then a = IOn. Co + ... + 100

• Cn. 

2. If a is a negative integer, then r(a) = sub(O, r( -a)). 

3. If a is a rational non-integer, then a is uniquely determined by band c with 
a = bfc, b an integer, c natural and gcd(b,c) = 1. Then r(a) = div(r(b),r(e)). 

2. String constants 

1. If a is the empty string, r( a) = ". 

2. If a is a string not containing quotes, r( a) = 'a'. 

3. If a is a string containing quotes, then a is uniquely determined by strings band e 
with a = b' c and b not containing quotes. If band e are empty, r( a) = quote, 
else if b is empty, then r(a) = cat(quote,r(c)), else r(a) = cat('b' ,r('e)). 

3. Booleans 

1. The basic identifiers true and false represent respectively truth and falsehood. 

4. Sets 

1. If a is the empty set, r( a) = empty. 

2. If a is a non-empty set, r(a) = ins(r(o),r(a')), where 0 E a and a' = a \ {o}. 
The same 0 is chosen always from a; how this choice is made is not specified here. 

5. Pairs 

1. If a = (b,c), then r(a) = prod (r(b), r(c)). 

6. Errors 

1. The basic identifier abort has no semantic equivalent. 

o 

Theorem 4.2.2 

The typing of a constant e is as follows. 

1. If s(cJ is a rational number, then r(c) = Nurn, 

2. If s( c) is a string, then r( c) = Str, 

3. If s(c) is a boolean, then r(c) = Baal, 

4. If e = empty then r( c) = $Void, 

5. If c = ins(a,b) and r(e) exists, then r(b) = $B for some type expression B 
and r(c) = $lcs(r(a),B). 
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6. If e = prod(a,b), then T(e) = T(a) >< T(b). 

Proof. 
We use structure induction. If s(e) is a rational number, e is an atom or of the form 
sub(O,b) or of the form div(a,b) with a and b representations of rational numbers. 
In the first case T(e) = Num, by the condition on 0. In the second case we may as
sume that T(b) = Num by the IH; also T(O) = Num. Since S contains the reserved tuple 
(sub,Num,Num,Num), T(sub(O,b)) = mmv(A,B) [Num] = Num, where 

A = Num ><Num = T(O) ><T(b) ~ Num ><Num = B. 
A similar argument holds in the third case. 

If s(c) is a string, e is an atom or the atomic id quote or of the form cat(a,b), with a 
and b strings. In the first two cases the theorem is trivial by the conditions on 0 and S 
respectively. In the third case we use induction and the occurrence of (cat,Str,Str,Str) 
in S. 
If s(e) is a boolean, the theorem is trivial by the condition on S. 

If C is the empty set, T(C) = $Void by the condition on S. 
If e = ins(a,b), then b = empty or b = ins(d,e). If T(e) exists, then T(b) must exist, 
so by IH, T(b) = $B for some B. Since the tuple (ins,$T,T,$T) is reserved in S, with 
T a type variable, C can be typed iff T(a) and T(b) exist and if 

T(a) >< T(b) = T(a) >< $B ~T >< $T. 
By Algorithm 3.7.2, then JT\T(a)J "" JT\BJ. If so, 

T(C) = JT\T(a)J * JT\BJ [$T] = $lcs(T(a),B). 
If C = prod(a,b), since the tuple (prod,T><U,T,U) is reserved in S, with T and U type 
variables, we have 

T(C) = mmv(P,Q) [T><U], 
where P = T(a) ><T(b) and Q = T ><U. 
By Algorithm 3.7.2, mmv(P,Q) = JT,U\T(a),T(b)J, whence the theorem follows. 

o 

Theorem 4.2.3 

For each constant C in dom(T), 
s(c) E D(T(C)) 

Proof. 
We set ftc) = D(T(C)). Notice that for any constant c, T(e) contains no type variables, 
so ftc) is a subset of UN. 

If C is a boolean, rational or string constant, then T(C) = Bool, Num or Str respectively, 
so ftc) is the set of booleans, rationals or strings, whereas s(c) is a certain boolean, 
rational or string. 

If c = empty, then ftc) is the set consisting of the empty set only and s(e) the 
empty set. If c = ins(a,b) and T(O) exists, then by Theorem 4.2.2, T(e) = $L, 
with L = ics(T(a),B), and T(b) = $B. f(b) is the set of finite subsets of D(B). If 
s(b) = {b1, ... ,bn } (with n? 0) then by IH, s(b) E f(b) and so bi E D(B) C D(L) for 
i = 1, ... ,n. Also s(a) E f(a) C D(L). So s(c) = {s(a),b1, ... ,bn } is a finite subset of 
D(L), so s(c) E D($L) = ftc). 

If c = prod(a,b) and T(e) exists, then by Theorem 4.2.2, ftc) is the cartesian product 
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of f(a) and f(b). By IH, s(a) E f(a) and s(b) E f(b), so s(c) 
o 

4.3. Evaluation 

(a,b) E f(c). 

In this section we present the function e that evaluates expressions. This function maps 
expressions onto constants. This function is complete, although there exist expressions 
that cannot be evaluated properly. These expressions are mapped by e onto abort. In 
implementations of e, valuations yielding abort may not terminate. The function e is 
context-dependent. The context contains the semantics of functions. In cases where 
the context is important we write ec if e is taken with respect to the context c. 

Definition 4.3.1 

A context V is a function which, given an identifier id, types Lt , ... ,Ln and constants 
CI, .. " en (n ~ 0), produces a constant V(id,Lt, ','" Ln) C}, ... , en). 
o 

The following algorithm computes, for a given context V, the result e(E) of the evalu
ation of expression E. 

Algorithm 4.3.2 

1. If E is a constant, e(E) = E, 

2. If E = id, then e(E) = V(id), 

3. If a unique tuple (id,Lo, Lt , ... , Ln), exists in S such that 
r(Et ) >< ... >< r(En) < Lt >< ... >< Ln, 
then e(id(Et, ... ,En » = V(id,L lo ... ,Ln,e(Et), ... ,e(En », 
else e(id(Elo •.. En)) = abort. 

4. If there exist at, ... , an, bt , ..• bn in UN such that e(A) = r( {at, ... , an}) with n ~ 0 
and for i = 1, ... n, r(b;) = e[id,r(a;)](B), 
where elid,a] is obtained from e by setting V(id)=a, 
then e(Cid : AlB]) = r({(at,bt), ... ,(an,bn )}), else e([id : AIBJ) = abort. 

o 

In order to justify the type system for EXSPECT, we want to establish that expressions 
E in dom( r) such that e( E) i abort satisfy 

s(e(E» E D(r(E». 
We abbreviate the above property for an expression E by 8(E). Clearly, 8(E) can 
only hold if the type context matches the context. 

Definition 4.3.3 

A context V is called compatible to TC iff 8( E) holds for every expression E of the 
form id or id(Et, ... ,En ). 

o 
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Theorem 4.3.4 

Suppose a context V is given compatible with TC. Then 0(E) holds for every expres
sion E. 

Proof· 
We use structure induction and suppose E in dom(r) given with erE) oj abort. If E 
is a constant, we use Theorem 4.2.3. 

If E is of the form id or ideEI , ... ,En ), we use Definition 4.3.3. 

So let E = rid : AlB] with erE) oj abort. Then erE) = r({(al,bl}, ... ,(an,bn}}) for 
some aI, ... , bn in UN with n ~ O. Choose i in 1, ... n. Then r(bi ) = e[id, r(ai)](B). On 
the other hand, r(E) = a ->(3, with r(A) <l $a and r[id,a](B) = (3. 

By IH, 0(A), so ai E ,(erA)) E D(r(A)) C D($a). By Definition 3.2.2, D($a) is the 
set of finite subsets of D(a), so ai E D(a). Hence the contexts implied by e[id,r(ai)] 
and r[id,a] are compatible, so (IH) bi E D«(3). Hence (ai,bi},E D(a ><(3) and, since 
the choice of i was arbitrary, ,(erE)) E D($a ><(3). Since al, ... ,an are all different, 
we may conclude by Definition 3.2.2 that s( erE)) E D( a -> (3). 
o 

We end this section by formulating a condition that ensures the compatibility between 
a context and a type context. 

Theorem 4.3.5 

If for all tuples (id,La) in S, s(V(id)) E D(I\I[La]) 
and if for all tuples (id,La, L" ... , Ln) in S and all A, B, Ma, MJ, ... , Mn with 

A = MI >< ... >< Mn < LI >< ... >< Ln = B, Ma = mmv(A,B)[La], 
and for all constants CI,,,,,Cn with S(Ci) E D(Mi) 

s(V(id,LI, ... ,Ln,cI, ... ,cn)) E D(Mo) 
then V is compatible to TC = (6, S). 

Proof 
We want to establish 0(E), with E = id(EI , ... , En)). We may assume that r(E) exists, 
so there is a (unique) (id,La, ... , Ln) in S such that 

A = r(EI) >< ... ><r(En) < LI >< ... ><Ln = B. 
Set Ma = mmv(A, B)[La]. Then r(E) = MO. Set Mi = r(E;), Ci = e(Ei) (i = l. .. n). 
Now erE) = V(id,LI, ... ,Ln,cI, ... ,Cn ). By IH, S(Ci) E D(Mi), so the condition in the 
theorem holds and we conclude that s(e(El) E D(r(E)). The no-parameter case is 
trivial. 

o 
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5. LANGUAGE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS 

As stated in the introduction, EXSPECT programs can be split up into modules. The 
evaluation context of expressions in a program is produced by the modules together. 
On the other hand, each module has its own type context, so modules can be checked 
independently on type correctness. To ensure compatibility between type and evalu
ation context, modules can import the type context of other modules. We shall give 
the context-free syntax first, then develop some basic notions and proceed with the 
context- sensitive part of the syntax and semantics. 

5.1.~ Context-free part 

We present the context-free syntax for an EXSPECT module, based upon the earlier 
syntax definitions of an expression (expr) and type expression (te). 

module .- module id ; {line ;} 
line .- typedecl I typedef I fundecl I fundef 
typedecl .- type id 
typedef .- type id from te 
fundecl .- id [[ parlist ]] : te in id 
parlist .- var : te [, parlist] 
fundef .- id [[ parlist ]] defsym expr te 
defsym .- := I ::= 

5.2. Basic notions 

In this section we develop some notions based upon the above context-free syntax. 
Suppose we have a function f mapping sets onto sets. We say that f is additive if f 
satisfies 

f( {}) = {}, 
f(A U B) = f(A) U f(B). 

An additive function is completely determined by its behaviour in singletons; from the 
additivity axioms we can derive its behaviour in arbitrary sets. Additive functions 
map sets onto sets, if there is no confusion possible we write f(a) = b instead of 
f({a}) = {b} for an additive f. When defining additive functions we write f(a) = b 
iffc meaning that f({a}) = {b} if c holds and f({a}) = {} otherwise. A condition A 
is of the form B is said to hold if the syntax variables (t, L, e, E, ... in B) can be 
matched to actual strings present in A so that equality results. 

We define the additive function MN on sets of modules such that 

MN(m) = (p,SL(L» 
iff m is of the form module p;L, where 

SL(X) = {x }uSL(Y) 
if X is of the form x; Y and x contains no semicolon and otherwise 

SL(X) = {}. 
We define the additive functions BT, DT, CF, DF and ED on sets of lines L (respectively 
associated to the basic types, defined types, declared functions, defined functions and 
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external definitions in L) such that 

BT(l) = t 
iff I is a "typeded" of the form type t, 

DT(l) = (t,L) 
iff I is a "typedef" of the form type t from L, 

CF(l) = (e,(L),m) 
iff I is an "funded" of the form e : L in m, 

CF(l) = (J, (L, L" ... , Ln), m) 
iff I is a "funded" of the form I [x 1: L" ... , Xn : Ln] L in m, 

DF(I) = (e, (L), (E» 
iff I is a"fundef" of the form e (:): = E : L, 

DF(l) = (J,(L,L" ... ,Ln),(E,x" ... ,xn» 
iff I is a "fundef" of the form I[x, :L, , ... ,Xn :Ln] (:):= E : L, 

ED(l) = DF(l) 
ifflisa"fundef"oftheforme ::=E: Lor/[x,:L" ... ,xn:Ln ] ::=E: L. 

We define the function EN on "expression"s (associated with the set of identifiers in 
them) such that 

EN(e) = {} 
if e is an "atom", 

EN(e) = {(a,O)} 
if e is an "id" of the form u, 

EN(e) = {(J' n)}U EN(e,) U ... U EN(en) 
if e is of the form I (e, , ... ,en)" , 

EN(e) =EN(c) U (EN(d) \ (a,O» 
if e is of the form [a: cld]. 

With the above definitions we can give the context rules and semantics for EXSPECT. 
These context rules are divided in global and local rules. The global rules say something 
about the consistency of a set of modules, whereas the local rules say something about 
the internal consistency of a single module. The type context is defined only locally. 

5.3. Local context and semantics 

A module m is type-consistent iff L = 7l"2(MN(m» satisfies each of the following con
ditions. 

1. The type definitions in L are mappings. 
V[x,y :DT(L) 17l",(x) = 7l",(y) =} X = yJ 

We treat DT(L) as a mapping and write dom(DT(L)) and DT(L) . t with the usual 
meaning. The same notation is used for other sets of pairs that turn out to be map
pings. 

2. There is no recursion in type definitions. 
V[ x : dom(DT( L)) lord (x) is fini te J, 

where the function ord is defined in section 3.2. 

3. BT(L) contains the fundamental types Void, Bool, Num and Str. 
{Void,Bool,Num,Str} C BT(L) 

If a module m satisfies the above three rules, its type framework is (BT(L),DT(L». 
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The distribution corresponding to this framework is standard and satisfies the frame
work requirements, but is further unknown. 

The type context (8,S) of m is as follows. 
8(x) = Num if x is a "num-atom", 
8( x) = Str if x is a "str-atom", 
S consists of all tuples (f,K,K" ... ,Kn) 
such that there exists a tuple p = (f,(K,K" ... ,Kn)' ... ) in CF(L) U DF(L). 

4. All expressions in function definitions must be correctly typed and the type of this 
expression must have a commOn supertype with the type given. 

(p,(Ko,K" ... ,Kn),(E,x" ... ,xn)) E DF(L) => Ko ill r[x"K,] ... [xn,Kn] (E). 

One would expect equality instead of the commOn supertype property ill. However, this 
would be too strict for practical purposes. It must be possible to specify a "weaker" 
type than implemented: it is good software engineering practice not to offer more than 
asked for. It is sometimes even necessary to "strengthen" the result type of a function; 
examples will be given in the next chapter. In the latter case, the designer must be 
sure that the function result is always of the specified type. 

5.4. Global context and semantics 

A set S of modules is consistent iff it satisfies the following conditions. 

1. MN(S) is a mapping. 
V(P,q : MN(S) 11f'(p) = 1f,(q) => p = q] 

We write L(id) for MN(S)· id. 

2. Each declared function is defined in the appropriate module. 
V[a : dom(MN(S),J : CF(L(a)) 1 

3[g : ED(L(1f3(f))) 11f,(g) = 1fl(f) and 1f2(g) '" 1f2(1)]], 
where", means equality modulo a 1-1 mapping of type variables in the framework for 
1f3(1) to type variables in the framework for a. 

The context Cm of a module m is in general given as follows. Let L = L(m). Given a 
tuple (f, (K,K" ... ,Kn),p) in CF(L), 

Cm(f, K" ... , Kn,c" ... , cn) = CpU, K" ... , Kn, c" ... , cn), 
provided there is a tuple (f,(K,K" ... ,Kn),(E,x" ... ,xn)) in ED(MN·p). 

Given a tuple (f,(K,K" ... ,Kn),(E,x" ... ,xn)) in DF(L), 
Cm(l,K" ... ,Kn,c" ... ,cn) = e[xl,c,] ... [xn,cn](E), 

where e is taken with respect to the context Cm itself. 

If J, K" ... , Kn do not satisfy the above requirements, then for all c" ... , Cn 
Cm(f,I(t, .. " len, c}, ... , en) = abort. 

As the above definition shows, the context of a module is defined in terms of itself, and 
the contexts of other modules. By the condition (2) above, the context c of a module 
satisfies a recursive equation of the form 

x = F·x, 
where F is defind by 

(F . x )(1, K" ... , Kn, c" ... , cn) = €x[x" c,] ... [xn, cn]( E) 
if a unique tuple of the form (j, (Ko,!(" ... , Kn), ... ) is in DF(L)UCF(L) and 

(F . x )(1, ... , cn) = abort 
otherwise. The context c is the least fix point for this equation (cf. [Schmidt]) 
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This fix point exists, for the set of contexts forms a cpo; for contexts c, d we define 
c C d iff for all j,K1, ... ,K",Cl, ... ,C" such that 

c(j,K1 , ... ,K",Cl, ... ,C,,) i abort, 
we have 

c(/,](}' ... , ](n, cl, ... , en) = d(!,]( t, ... , 1(n, ct, ... , en). 
The "bottom" element of this cpo is the trivial context whose value is abort ev
erywhere. Also, an ascending sequence of contexts has an upper limit which is also a 
context. The function F, mapping contexts to contexts, defined by 

F . c(j, K1, ... , K ", Cl, ... c,,) = ec [xl, CIJ, ... , [x", cnJ( E) 
is clearly continuous. 

The starting point for the above "bootstrapping" process is the (virtual) module basic. 
This module has a fixed context. All evaluable EXSPECT expressions can be expanded 
into an expression containing only these basic identifiers. So the above fix point is de
termined by successive approximation, starting from the basic context. 

The basic id's are presented in a list. For each id we give a short description of its mean
ing, its parameter types (determining the basic context) and its result type (needed in 
the declarations in other modules). The first ten id's we already encountered; they were 
necessary for the construction of constants. When the short description is preceded by 
a star (*), the meaning is further elaborated below the list. Unless explicitly stated 
otherwise, a function result is abort if any argument evaluates to abort or if there is 
a type mismatch. Note that for the id's listed below, the context and type context are 
compatible. 

id meaning result type 
abort error (not in UN) Void 
true truth Bool 
false falsehood Bool 
quote the string' Str 
empty empty set $Void 
sub subtraction Num 
div * division Num 
cat concatenation Str 
ins insertion in set $T 
prod pairing T >< S 
cond * if-then-else construction T 
eq equality test Bool 
pos positivity test Bool 
head * first char Str 
tail * all but head Str 
pick * selection from set T 
rest * all but pick $T 
pit projection 1st coordinate T 
pi2 projection 2nd coordinate S 

e(divea,b») = abort if e(b) = o. 
e(condea,b,c)) = e(b) if era) = true, even if ere) = abort, 
e(condea,b,e») = e(c) if era) = false, even if e(b) = abort. 
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parameter types 

Num,Num 
Num,Num 
Str,Str 
T,$T 
T,S 
Boal,T, T 
T, T 
Num 
Str 
Str 
$T 
$T 
T ><S 
T ><S 



e(head Ca) = e( tail Ca) = abort if e( a) = " (the empty string), 
e( cat CheadCa) ,tail Ca))) = e( a) if e( a) is any non-empty string. 
e(pick Ca) = e( rest Ca) = abort if e( a) = empty, 
e(pickCa) = a, e(restCa) = a' if eta) = insCa,a'). 

Apart from "basic", other virtual modules may be included. 

5.5. Context compatibility 

In this section we describe how a consistent set of modules can be constructed, i.e. such 
that for each module the (evaluation) context and type context are compatible. Our 
starting point is the basic module which is consistent. 

Theorem 5.5.1 

Suppose S = {MI' ... ,Mn} is a consistent set of modules. Then S' = S U {M} is also 
consistent if M satisfies the following conditions. (We write L for 1f2(MN(M)) and 
L(m) for MN(S)· m.) 

1. The module name is new. 
1f1(MN(M)) rt dom(MN(S». 

2. All declared id's in L are defined in the corresponding module in Sand BT(L) 
contains all types that are used in a declaration and that are basic or defined in the 
corresponding module. 

It[(t,t,m) : CF(L) 13[p : ED(m) 11fI(P) = f and 1f2(P) '" t] and 
It[P : U[i: 0,···1 I(1fi(t)] n (BT(L(m))Udom(DT(L(m)))) 1 P E BT(L)ll. 

Here I(A) is the set of identifiers in the type expression A as defined in section 3.2. 

3. M is type consistent. 

4. All defined functions of which the typing is strengthened must satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 4.3.5. 

It[~ : DF(L) I~ = (t,(](o,](I ... ,](n),(E,XI, ... ,Xn» 
~ (r [Xl,](I] ... [xn,](n](E) <l ](0 or p(m]. 

Here the condition P means that for all type expressions A, B, Ho, HI, ... , Hn and con
stants Ct, ... , en with 

A = HI >< ... >< Hn ~ ](1 >< ... >< ](n = Band 
Ho = mmv(A,B)[Kol and S(Ci) E DF(Hi),(i = 1, ... ,n) 

we must have that 
s(e[xI,cI] ... [Xn,cn](E)) E DF(Ho). 

Proof. Conditions 1 and 2 imply respectively conditions 1 and 2 of section 5.4. The 
second part of condition 2 ensures that types that are variable in M and that occur in 
DF(L) are also variable in the corresponding module so that the equivalence implied 
by '" can be realized. The local type consistency is guaranteed by condition 3. So we 
are left with the compatibility of context and type context. 

As we pointed out in the previous section, the context implied by L is the fix point of 
a function F mapping contexts to contexts. This function is defined by 

F . C(j,](I, ... , ](n, CI, ... , cn) = ec[xl, CI] ... [X n , cn]( E) 
for some expression E, if a unique tuple of the form (t, (KO,](I, ... , ](n), ... ) can be 
found in DF(L)UCF(L) and otherwise 
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F . c(f, ... , cn) = abort. 

We assert that if c is compatible to the type context X implied by L, the same holds 
for F· c. Let 

<l> = Fix(F) = Uri : 1,2, ... 1 Fi . J.J, 
where J. is the trivial context. Now J. is trivially compatible to X, so by induction Fi. J. 
for each i is compatible to X. Let E be an expression. Then s(e~(E)) = s(ep(E)), 
where P = Fi . J. for some i. P is compatible, so s(e~(E)) E D(T(E)). Since E was 
arbitrarily chosen, <l> is compatible. 

Now we must prove our assertion. If the tuple stems from CF(L), the context equation 
stems from another module, which we supposed to be consistent. So the tuple stems 
from DF(L). If there is a type strenghtening, condition 4 applies. Now let 

(J,(](o, ... ,](n},(E,x" ... ,xn}) E DF(L} and T[x,,](,J ... [xn,](nJ(E) <l ](0. 

We want to establish the conditions in Theorem 4.3.5 here, so let 
A,B,H}, ... ,Hn,c}"",cn be given such that 

A = H, >< ... ><Hn <t::](, >< ... ><](n = B, Ho = mmv(A,B)[](oJ and 
S(Ci) E D(Hi) for i = 1, ... , n. 

By the definition of majoration and Algorithm 3.7.2, the valuation I = mmv(A, B) 
satisfies 

Hi <l I[](;] for i = 1, ... , n, Ho = /[/(oJ. 
By Theorem 3.6.1, T[x"/[/(dJ ... [xn'/[KnJJ(E) <l 1[](oJ = Ho, so 

T[x"H,J ... [xn,HnJ(E) <l Ho. 
We conclude that the context and type context implied by 
ec[x" c,J ... [xn, cnJ and T[XI, H,J ... [xn, HnJ are compatible, so 

F· (f, ](0, ... ,/(n,Cj, ... , cn) E D(T[X" Hd· .. [xn,HnJ(E) C D(Ho). 
The conditions in Theorem 4.3.5 hold in this case, so OUf assertion is true. 

D 
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6. EXAMPLE 

The following module contains a few example definitions. Everything between the -
and the linebreak is skipped as comment. 

module ex; 

type Num; 
type 5tr; 
type Bool; 
type Void; 

empty:$Void in basic; 
cond[x:Bool,y:T,z:T]: T in basic; 
eq[x:T,y:T]: Bool in basic; 
ins[x:T,y:$T]: $T in basic; 
pick[x:$T]: T in basic; 
rest[x:$T]: $T in basic; 
1i"1[x:T><5]: T in basic; 
1i"2[x:T><5]: 5 in basic; 

-- set union 

union[x:$T,y:$T] := cond (eq(x,empty), y, 
ins (pick(x) , union(rest(x),y))): $T; 

-- function application 

apply[m:T->5,x:T] := cond (eq(1i"1 (pick(m)) ,x), 1i"2(pick(m)), 
apply(mrest(m) ,x)): 5; 

mrest[m:T->5] := rest(m): T->5; ...... type strengthening 

- - application to a set 

apply[m:T->5,x:$T] := cond (eq(x,empty), empty, 
ins (apply(m,pick(x)), apply(m,rest(x)))): $5; 

The set union example shows a recursive definition. It is easy to show by induction, 
that if s(e(x)) and s(e(y)) exist and are sets and if a E UN, 

(a E s(e(x)) or a E s(e(y))) iff a E s(e(union(x,y))). 

We shall omit the sand e functions and write a = b if e( a) = e( b) or s( e( a)) = b or 
a = steeb)). The above assertion becomes 

(a E x or a E y) iff a E union(x,y). Now suppose that x = {}. In that case 
union (x, y) = y by the definition of eq and cond, making the above assertion true. So 
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let x i { }. Then union(x,v)= ins(pick(x) ,union(rest(x) ,V». If a = pick(x), 
then a E x and a E ins (pick (x) , ... ), proving the assertion. If not, by the definition 
of rest, 

a E x iff a E x', 

where x' = rest(x). Now x, has less elements than x, so we may apply the induction 
hypothesis and conclude 

a E x' or a E V iff a E union(x',v). 

Combining these last conclusions completes our proof. 

Note that the result of union(x,v)does not depend on how the function pick is im
plemented. This is of course the right way to use pick. 

The second example shows another recursive definition for application of a mapping. 
We can show that if m and x exist and m is a mapping, 

apply(m,x)= V if (x,V) E m, apply(m,x)= abort if (x,V) rf. m. 

So again the definition is independent of the implementation of pick. The proof uses 
the fact that m is a mapping and not merely a set of pairs. 

Note the use and definition of the auxiliary function mrest, that is nothing but a redefi· 
nition of rest for mappings. If we replace mrest by rest in the definition of apply, the 
definition is incorrectly typed. By the type context for rest, r(rest (m» = $ (T >< S), 
so apply(rest(m ) ,x)cannot be typed, because $(T >< S) ><T is not majorated by 
(T ->S) >< T. 
This makes sense, since the type checking algorithm cannot know that deleting a pair 
from a mapping produces another mapping. It is a "theorem" the programmer knows; 
he tells it to EXSPECT by defining the function mrest with a "stronger" result type 
than expected. 

The third example shows that the same name can be used for different functions (over
loading). The second application applies a function to a subset of its domain and 
returns a subset of its range. In the expression 

ins (apply(m,pick(x», apply(n1,rest(x») 

in the defiilltion, the typing of the parameters ensures that the first apply is the element 
application, whereas the second is a recursive call of the set application itself. 
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